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Instructions
1. Use the small square, small hexagon, and small star
pegboards for your projects. If you’re using a clear pegboard,
slide the actual-size pattern underneath it. Place all the beads
for the design.
2. Cover the completed design with the ironing paper. Keeping
the iron level, gently iron the beads in a circular motion for
about 10 seconds to fuse the beads evenly. Ironed properly, the
beads will still have an open center. DO NOT OVER-IRON the
beads as it will make the centers of the beads close and can
make it difficult to add the hangers.
3. Once the design is cool, peel off the ironing paper. Lift your
design from the pegboard; flip the design over and repeat step
#2. Your pegboards and ironing paper are reusable.
You will also need chenille stems or wire ornament hangers to
complete your ornaments.

Bead Color/
# Needed:
Red - 11
Orange - 1
Green - 24
Light Brown - 13
Black - 4
White - 61

Bead Color/
# Needed:
Peach - 2
Red - 47
Yellow - 1
Green - 10
Light Blue - 2
Black - 20
White - 33

Bead Color/# Needed:

Continued on next page

Red - 1
Green - 13
Light Brown - 79
Brown - 2
White - 14

Warning: Parents - the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.
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Bead Color/# Needed:
Red - 5
Cheddar - 16
Green - 71

Bead Color/# Needed:
Red - 24
Green - 18
White - 49

ASSEMBLY

Insert a short length
of a chenille stem and
curve to make a hook.
You can also use a
wire ornament hanger
if you prefer.
For the star at left, use
a piece of thread to
dangle the tree inside
the star.

Bead Color/# Needed:
Red - 1
Pastel Yellow - 60
Cheddar - 60
Green - 10

Warning: Parents - the ironing must be done by an adult only. Some irons may emit steam. Please keep children at a safe distance.

